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THE PRACTICE OF SUBSTITUTION IN
THE SPIRIT TRADE.

NOWADAYS the art of substitution would appear to

permeate every trade, and it is usually justified on the

apparently philanthropic ground that it is all for the public
good, although any reference to the effect that the substitute
is invariably a much cheaper article than the original
product is seldom made. For example, it is urged that jam
can no longer be made with cane sugar because it crystallises
and therefore a certain amount of glucose must be added in
order to keep the preserve in a more or less fluid condition.

Again, beer, we are told, can no longer be made from hops
and all malt and so glucose must be introduced in order to
prevent, it is asserted, a muddy product. Some, again, such
is their taste, are said to prefer chicory to coffee, while others
would have us believe that butter is inferior to margarine.
The latest controversy upon the subject of substitution

has centred round whisky and a good deal has been said as
to the merits and demerits of grain and malt whisky. It
is significant perhaps that this discussion should have arisen
almost immediately after the results of THE LANCET Special
Analytical Commission on Brandy were published, in the

report of which the addition of grain spirit to whisky was
incidentally referred to, and several communications upon
the question from distillers in this and other countries
have lately reached us. Doubtless to a great section
of the public the recent discussion has appeared to them
to be something of the nature of a revelation. They
will have realised that the trade done in so-called grain
spirit is very considerable and that the destination of this

spirit is largely whisky. They must admit, also, in the light
of our own inquiries, that a similar expedient is adopted with
regard to brandy, and the conclusion is irresistible that a
very demoralised state of things has overtaken a large
section of the spirit trade. We are told that this practice of
substitution is the outcome of a public demand but it is more
probable that its adoption introduced a much wider margin of
profit than was possible before. Upon this point we may use-
fully quote the candid opinion expressed in an editorial article
which appeared in connexion with this controversy in a lead-
ing journal of the spirit trade : 6&deg; The fact is that there has
been-and the sooner it is confessed and amended the better
-a great deal too much misdescription and mendacity even
in the trade. Look at the labels which respectable houses put
on their whiskies, particularly their cheap ones. Foaming
cataracts tumbling through rocks and mountains and fine
Highland’ boldly put upon stuff that has not a I fifth’ of
even malt’ to bless itself with, let alone Highland.’ Then
the plea that is put forward to palliate all this deception,
’ The public prefer grain.’ Well, suppose they do ; who
taught them to prefer grain by giving them plenty of it ?
Let those who have been making such huge profits all these
years answer the question....... It is the conveying of
false impressions to the consumer at other people’s ex-

pense to which we object. For all this masquerading of
whisky in plaids and kilts and sporrans is done at the ex-
pense of the Highland distiller." Nothing could be more
straightforward than the opinions thus expressed and it is
to be hoped that they will appeal to the honest sense of the
industry which this journal represents.
The present position of the whisky business, according to

this graphic description of its own representatives, is not
without interest to our medical readers and it may be in-
structive to recapitulate the chief points of the controversy.
It is contended, on t:U<3 one hand, that grain spirit is neces-
sarily an impure spirit-that is to say, is unwholesome-and
that, on the other, au all-malt spirit duly matured is without
prejudice to health. There can be no question that whisky
originally was an all-malt spirit, grain spirit being a com-
paratively modern production. Grain spirit in fact is the

product of a patent still which effects a much more rapid
separation of alcohol than does the old pot still, not only
from the weak liquor in which it is generated, but also from
the by-products of fermentation. Chemically speaking,
therefore, grain spirit is a purer alcohol than all-malt spirit
because the latter contains volatile substances other than
alcohol. It should be pointed out that the era of whisky began
as soon as brandy fell into disrepute, which happened when
the vineyards in the Charentes were ruined by disease in the

late " seventies." Rightly or wrongly, the medical profession
is generally credited with having brought whisky into favour
by suggesting that well-diluted, honest whisky was more to
be trusted as a pure and wholesome form of stimulant than
the wines and brandies at that time, which were undoubtedly
the subject of considerable sophistication. But it is very
important to bear in mind that in recommending the use of
whisky for a specific purpose medical men could have had
no other spirit in view but that made entirely from malt and
matured by storage, for at that time the addition of grain
spirit was not practised. When whisky was ordered there-
fore an all-malt whisky was prescribed.

" In cases of profound nervous and cardiac exhaustion one
does not want merely an action upon the heart, but that

stimulating influence upon the brain and vital centres which
the volatile bye-products seem to be alone capable of exert-
ing. Pot-still whisky, rum, and genuine brandy possess these
bye-products." 1 The substitution of grain spirit for an all-
malt spirit or the blending of malt with a large proportion
of grain spirit thus raises a question of some medical

importance; the physiological merits and demerits of grain
spirit and all-malt spirit respectively have, in short, to
be considered. To begin with, the physiological effects
of grain spirit must be referred practically to alcohol alone,
since it contains little else. It is a pure spirit, without
even finesse ; it is flavourless or ., silent," evidencing, that
is to say, no clue to its origin. On the other hand, there is
decided character in a malt spirit ; it possesses a perfectly
distinct flavour and a carefully conducted chemical analysis
reveals certain products which are quite distinct from
alcohol and to which its special characteristics as regards
palatability, flavour, and bouquet may be ascribed. It is
probable that these secondary or by-products of fermentation
and distillation modify in some peculiar way the physiological
action of alcohol. They are even said to expedite the matur-
ing process, or it may be that the secondary products of
pot-still whisky yield more readily to oxidising influences
than does I I silent whisky. Certainly a young or raw

malt whisky will create more physiological mischief than
will raw grain spirit. But a well-matured all-malt
spirit is for some reason or other more wholesome and
less harmful than either. We are therefore led to suspect
that there is a molecular rearrangement in the malt spirit
containing secondary products by which the physiological
action of the spirit is modified for good. In the same

way young brandy is admittedly objectionable, while
old brandy is acceptable, and yet the latter accumu-

lates quite a high proportion of secondary products, such as
aldehydes, ethers, and higher alcohols. It is conceivable

again that these secondary products may concentrate to such
an extent as to render the spirit excessively potent though it
may still be agreeable and mellow to the taste. Very old
sherry or brandy, or even beer, are physiologically very
powerful, while the taste is singularly mellow. Again, what
is described as "fat whisky" may have disagreeable effects in
some individuals and on this account its dilution with a
featureless spirit such as grain spirit is considered to be
desirable in order to reduce the full-bodied character of
the all-malt spirit. It does not follow, however, that an all-
malt spirit cannot be delicate in character or cannot possess
finesse without recourse to attenuation with a foreign spirit.
Grain spirit, however, was introduced presumably to " break
down " the "fulsomeness " of an all-malt spirit; in reality it
proved to be a cheap way of increasing the volume of a tiue
whisky without diminishing its alcoholic strength, whilst

preserving some of its malty flavour. A similar practice
prevails in regard to brandy, mixtures of a little genuine
brandy with cheap grain spirit being very largely sold as the
pure product.

Is the practice fraudulent ? Is it likely to lead to injury
to health 2 Of course, all alcohol from whatever source is,
speaking generally, more or less injurious to health but,
at any rate, the consumer has a right to have some

guarantee as to the nature or origin of the alcohol that
is supplied to him. Otherwise he might as well buy
common rectified spirit as spend a good deal more on an
article with a fanciful or, worse, a misleading description.
However opinions may differ as to the relative wholesome-
ness of all-malt and grain spirit there can be no justi-
fication whatever for the substitution of the latter, or a

mixture of the two, for the former. The fact of some

1 Foods and the Principles of Dietetics, by Robert Hutchison M.D.,
M.R.C.P.
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people preferring margarine to butter or chicory to coffee

gives no excu.e to dealers to sell a mixture of the two
as butter or coffee respectively. We are inclined to favour
the view that a thoroughly matured all-malt spirit is,
physiologically speaking, better than a grain spirit. Grain

spirit can undergo but little change with age because there
is nothing in it practically but alcohol, although, of courte,
there can be little doubt that when it is stored in sherry
casks it may take up vinous principles and ethers may be
gradually formed. One reason why the choice of a whisky
may fall upon an all-malt spirit is that when grain spirit is
added to swell the volume of the blend there is no protec-
tion against the use of a very physiologically bad spirit for
the purpose and there is no guarantee that the diluent

employed is free from reproach. Indeed, we suspect strongly
that bad whiskies owe their origin to this practice. Bad
whiskies are probably never all-malt whiskies.
What is the remedy ? For one thing we should like to see

it insisted that upon the label of the bottle of all spirits there
shall be printed a clear statement of the nature of the con-
tents whether the spirit be an all-malt whisky or partly malt
and partly grain spirit, or an all-grape brandy or partly grape
and partly grain spirit, and so forth. There can be no valid

objection to the sale of mixtures so long as they are
sold as such, but obviously it is fraudulent to sell a

mixture when a pure unmixed spirit is expected or asked
for. Again, it seems to us that it would not be adding very
much to the duties of the Excise authorities if they were to
undertake the control of this labeling and accurate descrip-
tion of spirits, for the Inland Revenue Department must know
exactly the pedigree and history of all the spirit produced in
the United Kingdom. We understand that certain distillers
have approached the Inland Revenue Department upon this
point, with the view of that department exercising a system
of control by which the age and nature of spirits could be
guaranteed to the public. In this connexion our atten-
tion has been drawn to a system of municipal control which
has been adopted in Schiedam. In order to prevent the
mixing of cheap spirit with "hollands"the municipality of
Schiedam, in which town about 98 per cent. of the

genuine hollands is made, has instituted special guarantee
labels to be used on the bottles, cases, and casks of the
distiller who makes and sells nothing but the genuine article
and places his distilleries under the control of the munici-
pality. The distiller who is desirous of enjoying the privi-
lege of the system must allow the officials to inspect not
only his different distilleries and refineries but also his Excise
accounts as entered by the Government inspector concerning
the spirit brought in or taken out of the premises. He
further must keep a register of the labels which he has
.received from the municipal authorities howing how they
have been used and this must correspond with the Excise
documents. The effect of such a system, even although it
has only been in operation for a short period, has been, it is
stated, very satisfactory in spite of the opposition of certain
exporters who were naturally averse to the innovation, since
it was calculated to deprive them of the great profits which
they made by mixing the genuine article with a very large
proportion of cheap spirit.

All honest merchants and dealers in spirits in this country
would, we are convinced, welcome the introduction of a
similar system of control. In the light of recent revelations
some such step is urgently needed ; it would harass the
dealers in cheap spirit of course, but it would be of un-

questionable benefit to the community to have the assurance
that the label on the bottle describes correctly its contents.
In such a case the truth about the public taste would soon
become evident.

MEDICINE AND THE LAW.

The Ca7nbPr7vell Murders.
EDGAR EDWARDS, or Edwin Owen, as his name was

stated to be by the one witness called on his behalf at his
trial, was on Feb. 13th sentenced to death by Mr. Justice
Wright at the Old Bailey. He was convicted of murdering
William John Darby, with his wife and child, upon evidence
that allowed no shadow of doubt as to his guilt, although, to
use a term of which the late Sir James Fitzjames Stephen
strongly disapproved, it was entirely circumstantial, for no
one ever saw the murderer in the company of any of his

victims or had ever heard him express ill-will against
them. The defence raised, so far as the thankless task of
raising a defence was attempted by his counsel, was that
of insanity. It was supported by no medical evidence, but
a witness who said that he was the prisoner’s uncle by
marriage informed the court that the prisoner’s mother’s
brother lived and died a lunatic, that the prisoner’s maternal
grandfather had a married sister who had been in a lunatic
asylum, and that one of the witness’s daughters-that is to
say, a first cousin of the prisoner-was now under control.
He added that the prisoner’s father died a confirmed
dipsomaniac, having squandered in drink the fortunes of
himself, his wife, and his two sisters. This is the kind
of family history which, if it had been so given that its
truth could have been tested and relied upon, might well
have paved the way for medical evidence of insanity in
the prisoner himself had the defence been able to call any.
It was, however, unsupported by any medical evidence and
Dr. James Scott, medical officer at Brixton Prison, who had
kept the accused under close observation, weft into the
witness-box and said that he had seen nothing to indicate
mental derangement. The prisoner’s counsel dwelt upon the
smallness of the motive that prompted the crime, but
smallness of motive is no new thing in murder cases.

The prisoner apparently tried to support the suggestion of

insanity by a demeanour which no doubt seemed to him

appropriate and by the exhibition of callous insolence even
when sentence was being pronounced upon him. Probably
the learned judge was right when he said that there might
be some unsoundness of mind to account in a measure for
his acts. He is an able-bodied and apparently not
unintelliaent man who might have earned an honest

livelihood, but instead has lived a life of crime and
spent nearly 15 years of his life in prison. This fact
was kept from the public until the trial was over.

Such a life and such an act as the murder of the Darby
family are not characteristic of normal moral instincts and
inclinations ; there is nothing, however, in them to mdicate
that the convict who has now reached the end of his career
did not do all that he did with full knowledge of its
wickedness, deliberately accepting the possible consequences,
while he took all the steps in his power to avoid them.

Physical In(irrnity as an Incentive to Almsgiving.
Beggars have probably made a living out of the exhibition

of physical infirmities and deformities, real or simulated,
ever since mendicancy has existed and others have increased
their gains by taking with them children, because those who
give without thought or inquiry have a vague idea that to
give to the ostensible parent benefits the unfortunate child.
It is to be hoped that some of these promiscuous almi-givers
will have had brought to their notice the case of a

man whom Mr. Justice Grantham has sentenced to a richly
deserved term of ten years’ penal servitude at Manchester
Assizes. A little girl, six years of age, living with her
mother at Manchester, had had the mistortune to lose a leg
which had been amputated, and this condition of the child
appears to have excited the cupidity of the prisoner, himself
a one-armed man and no doubt accustomed to excite
commit-eration on that account, for he made some sort of
offer for the child to the mother which was naturally
refused. Faring to secure his victim in this way he

deliberately kidnapped the little girl who had been left
outside a shop in a perambulator by her parent, and he
also eluded the police, to whom complaint was forthwith
made. For three months he dragged the child round with
him, making her go on crutches so as to secure .the full
measure of compassion that he desired and sleeping with her
at common lodging-houses. His tour was presumably not un-
profitable, for having exploited Scotland as far as Edinburgh
he seems to have crossed to Ireland and to have gone, at
any rate, to Dublin before returning to the North of England.
At last, however, he attracted the attention of an officer of the
National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, or
of someone who had the good sense and humanity to inform
that organisation, with the result that he was arrested and
sentenced to three months’ imprisonment for exposing the
child to unnecessary suffering. His offence would have been
cruel enough if the matter could have been allowed to rest
there. It was discovered, however, after he had been com-
mitted to gaol that he had added to his inhumanity by
outraging his poor little victim and it was for this crowning
iniquity that he was tried and sentenced at Manchester.
Why he should have been allowed to be at large so long we


